Virtustream
Healthcare
Cloud for EHR
1. PERSONAL WELLNESS PRESCRIPTION
Your doctor emphasizes wellness and recommends that you:

Make your health
a priority.
You deserve it!

Adopt good habits
like exercise and a
full night’s sleep.

Establish
optimal baselines
like weight, blood
pressure and more.
Set goals for
the future.

Work with clinicians
and specialists to
prevent disease and
manage chronic
conditions.

2. YOUR EHR WELLNESS PROGRAM
Virtustream recommends an EHR Wellness Program to ensure optimal results during transformation to
digital care delivery.
Make your EHR solution a priority
Your Healthcare Delivery Organization (HDO) deserves it! EHR is essential to
establishing management and core to transformative initiatives like population
health and real time health services.
Define good EHR habits
Make sure your HDO develops good habits when managing data, implementing
risk mitigation procedures, providing a continuous review of security policies and
enforcement, and documenting compliance with HIPAA and HITRUST requirements.
Know your EHR baseline
Understand your infrastructure consumption and costs today and estimate the cost
required to stay current with on-premises EHR implementation. Inventory custom
code written for integration and interoperability and determine how to improve.
Document application security performance as it is today and establish your
organization to have future success.
Work with specialists
Take advantage of our expertise! We specialize in managing extreme applications.
Only Virtustream combines purpose-built hardware, management platform and
consumption-based billing to provide the most responsive, extensible, resilient
healthcare cloud for EHR customers.
Ongoing wellness
Once your EHR implementation moves to Virtustream we fill the resource gap –
supporting your EHR in the Virtustream Healthcare Cloud. Your EHR in our cloud with
less risk and unexpected costs.

3. YOUR PRESCRIPTION: VIRTUSTREAM HEALTHCARE CLOUD

ENTERPRISEGRADE
REFERENCE
ARCHITECTURE

Storage, compute
and networking
designed for
aggressive
workloads.

CONNECTED
IaaS

xStream®
POWERED
CLOUD

The ultimate
hybrid cloud
experience:
dedicated kit
connects to
multi-tenant
infrastructure and
other Virtustream
cloud services.

Unified control
pane presents
application
automation,
infrastructure
orchestration,
business
intelligence and
service delivery.

For more information, click here.

CONSUMPTION
ECONOMICS

Viewtrust

Usage analytics
drives intelligent
workload
placement,
eliminating costly
overprovisioning;
Virtustream’s
MicroVM is the
most economical
cloud billing unit.

Comprehensive
risk and
compliance
management
tools that manage
the entire risk
and compliance
lifecycle all
the way to
audit package
preparation.

www.virtustream.com

